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I command this piano to go mad 
flagellate its own insides with angry chords 
coffin jaws to come unhinged 
I am r sponsible for thes notes­
poison-tipped sharps hover at my back 
heart-high, vanish when I turn 
Flats fall naturally to the carpet 
scuttle low-bellied under the couch 
even the cat wavers as the bastard strains 
Congeal in hiding­
vengeful ectoplasm 
freak prodigies of my fingers 
Hands spread head thrown back 
and black-suited instructor 
wears a white carnation 
He will teach me to perform 
the wireless levitation on the piano 
my fingers are stiff 
And I don't want to play anymore 
he says relax it's easy remember 
how it feels to fly in your dreams 
Relax sleep 
I'm dreaming of pyramids 
and the black baby grand 
is flying 
Godhunt 
She stalks blond and militant 
through hometown ghetto 
not looking for 
a sweet martinet father figure 
not afraid of 
any prowling kingpin 
or his cutout leather dolls 
She likes it after dark 
windowless night 
streetlights gone blind 
Holding the ivory handle 
of her gravity knife 
she is not manhunting 
Her appointment is with 
that apostle of shadows 
that mechanical god 
in the periphery 
around the next 
corner, armed. 
Phyllis Kier11n11 is 1111 E11gb/1 11111;or at WSLI . 
._C/cqfi/ t~/'CC 
Robbyn Paradi e
An orange hard leaf 
land n th yellow cu hion of the r dwood chair 
bringing back th mell 
of hot t a br wing 
n Saturday morning . 
The kit h n ha ' a ingl -pan d window 
with urtain f torn h 
and a r n hut h 





my finest china. 
I stir the tea for Cathy 
with an old paint brush. 
She sits still-motionless 
on a pink tricycle with blue papered streamers 
Her wedding gown is torn sequined lace 
the veil lay wrinkled in the dirt 
I hand her the cup of tea 
she makes no reply 
her blue eyes 
stare ahead. Smoky walks across the grass 
her gray tail sways 
rubbing against my anklets 
tickling the hair on my leg 
with the pink and white check d dr 
the white mbroidery around her n ck 
empha ize h r long whi ker and gr n y 
Her tea cup is ignored. 
I stand 
blonde pigtails hanging over my houlder 
while purple ribbons dangle gently 
against my red and green striped dr s 
I ask 
my two friends 






Smoky chases a butterfly. 





by Peggy Payne 
Lynn Calder was writing a wedding story for the women's section of the Moor ville Me senger 
Sunday paper. At the next d sk G orgia wa heatedly
discussing family matt r with her Aunt Rose on the 
phone. Georgia's face was g tting very red. Lynn 
gave her an occasional glanc a he typ d. Lynn and 
Georgia were th entir Worn n' D partment of thi 
old-fa hi ned beach town n w paper. 
Lynn r lied an th r sh et of p p r into h r typ -
writer and star d thoughtfully at th wall. It was time 
for Woody to come in. And a alway , th sound of 
his deliberate footstep and inevitable whistle pre­
ceded him down the long hall. 
When she heard him reach the door of her office, 
she didn't look up until he had stopped; though she 
had been waiting for his arrival all day. 0 Hi, Lynn," 
he said in a radio-resonant voice. "Hello," she said. 
"How are you?" But he only smiled in answer, in his 
easy confident way. And there was nothing in her 
head she could possibly say. He winked, resumed his 
whistling, and walked on past into the newsroom. 
She looked back at the stack of Landers copy to be 
edited. He was 51 years old . And she was 20. He was 
not only married, he was recently, for the first time, 
a grandfather. He was also her boss, the managing 
editor. And she could not get him off her mind. She 
pulled a string of soft glue from the rim of the gluepot 
and thoughtlessly rolled it into a ball. 
Her first week at work, the day she'd gotten around 
to asking Georgia if he was married, wa the day his 
grandson was born. She had no m mory at all of the 
movie sh had gone to e that night with Phil. It was 
new for h r to b intere ted in a man with a grand­
child. He mad her fe l old rand too young at once. 
He had christened the over-larg baby Hos in the 
little personal front page column h wrote . Sometimes 
she had picked up a pap rand found herself in that 
column. Like that Sunday afternoon, reading a 
passed-on hours-old paper, on a shaded side porch. 
"Like leggy girls with freckles on their noses." That 
was between a comm nt on Ray Bradbury and on 
on hunting dogs. 
So she worked on through the afternoon, half-wait­
ing all the time. And he pa sed through, always with 
a pause and a long look or that smile. 
Otto Sugar was the librarian for the paper and in 
the next week he was going on vacation. When Lynn 
came in to work that Monday, she found a note on 
her typewriter that said she was going to run the 
library in his absence. She sat down disgusted. That 
meant sorting mail and making time tables and keep­
ing up with details. She threw her pocketbook on the 
table in the library and headed downstairs to get the 
daily crate of mail. 
She. pent the morning explaining to inquirers that 
their letters had not arrived yet. 
"No Miss Manners, John. Sorry." 
"No, the opinion polls didn't come in today, Mr. 
Thompson." All the time he was insisting she hadn't 
een them, she wondered if maybe she hadn't 
dropped them on the "tair . By afternoon, she was 
v ry tired of th tuffy little morgu and the multi­
tudes of complaints. 
. Wh n h cam back after lunch, Woody was rif­
fling thr ugh th tack of paper that filled one wall. 
"What did you do with t d y' Miami Herald, Lynn?" 
H didn't look up fr m th me h wa making. 
:'] have not n y ur Mi mi Herald, Woody," she 
aid, )early di tingui hing each yllabl . H turn d 
a~ound, u:pri d. "OK, OK," h aid, holding up 
his hand m urrender. "It wasn't important." He 
smiled and went back to the newsroom. 
A few rninu tes later she heard someone in the door 
and looked up from the filing of newspapers. He 
stood there with a rose in his hand and a sheepish 
look on his face. "For milady of the library," he said. 
She took his rose, looking at his eyes as long as she 
dared. Then she began to search for a drink bottle to 
put the flower in. 
"I brought you something else," he said, taking his 
other hand from behind him. f--Ie handed her a pic­
ture. "Chuck got a shot of you when he was covering 
the Spinster's dance last Christmas. I couldn't run it 
since you work here, so I've cherished it all spring." 
She was dancing with Phil in the picture. "Best look­
ing girl there," he said, "and a fine librarian." 
That night on a blanket on the damp-crusted beach 
sand, she held Phil. They lay in the sheltering shadow 
of a dune, the ocean muffled, the sea oats touching 
each other lightly. She thought about Woody some, 
too. What if, on one of these nights he were here with 
her instead? No, and she was glad to think it, not 
even once. Sh wa afraid to find him old. Better that 
it stay a it was. 
The next week-she was back at her own desk­
began with a day that was disappointing. Woody was 
out. And Monday was always the day when the 
brides' families complained about misprints. Georgia 
was no help. She was corning down with something, 
she said. She held her head most of the day. 
And Tuesday came with an inexplicable happening. 
Woody walked in quickly with his face hard shut and 
his eyes cold. He said nothing and continued like that 
for days. 
But there was an afternoon then ~hen he passed 
by and Georgia had gone out to get a Coke. Lynn 
was frowning over an unsatisfactory story lead. He 
backed up, walked in and sat down on her desk. 
Threading his Jong brown fingers in her hair, he held 
her face easily in his gaze. His eyes were laughing. 
Damn him, she thought when he was gone. Damn 
his l~ughing. She went out with Phil that night-the 
movie, the beach, the breaking ocean that tore crin­
oline out of the darkness. Phil was warm and strong, 
"There were many men in 
the world, when she could 
be attracted even to one o 
old." 
with feet subrn rg d in th s ft w t and and ocean 
rising from ankles to knees and ev r sub iding again. 
"Did you ever find a middle-aged woman attrac­
tive, Phil?" She held him close to her, looked beyond 
his shoulder at the twinkling lights of a pier. "Yes," 
he said. He drew back to look at her, to search her 
face. 
"It's just a crush," she said, and waited until it was 
clear that he would not ask to hear more. And it was 
just a crush, she knew, but suddenly it seemed that 
there were many men in the world, when she could 
be attracted even to one so old. She felt the water 
rushing past her legs. She pres ed closer to Phil. The 
world, with this discovery of hers, had suddenly 
grown very large. 
As soon as she got to work the next morning, she 
headed for the file cabinet to find food idea . It was 
her turn to lay out the food page. 
"We have a nice bunch of peaches pictures that 
came in yesterday," Georgia suggested. Lynn spent 
the morning arranging peaches and recipes on the 
page. In the afternoon there wa less to do and both 
were grabbing for the phone ev ry time it rang. 
Lynn was reading the tori s h had mi s d in 
that morning's paper when th ph n rang again and 
she picked it up. There was no an w r on the other 
end._ She heard only a woman's irregular breathing 
commg under control. "Do you know anything about 
my father going to the hospital?" said the voice, in 
sobs again. 
"No," Lynn said. "Who is your father?" Lynn stood 
up with the phone, pushing back the chair. Georgia 
watched her, stopped in her work. 
"Woody Todd," said the woman, childlike. "Some­
body just called me and said he had an attack and 
they took him to the emergency room." She breathed 
in a breaking voice. 
"Wait a minute," Lynn said, and ran down the hall 
to his office. Nobody was there. She returned to the 
phone. "He's not in his office. I haven't seen him at 
all today. I don't think ... " · 
And the receiver clicked. "She's gone," she said to 
Georgia. "She was crying and she said Woody was 
in the hospital and she's gone. What kind of attack?" 
She paused a minute, then walked quickly across the 
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hall into the newsroom. Bill was at the city desk. 
"Do you know anything about Woody getting 
sick?" 
He turned around and nodded. "Yeah," he said in 
a quiet voice. "Another heart attack, we think." 
"Don't get everything stirred up," he said. Business 
was going on as usual, with ten typewriters clacking 
and a few people sitting around talking. The next 
day's paper was taking shape in front of Bill. "I don't 
know how bad it is yet," he said. "He did have one 
a couple of years ago." 
Sh thought of Woody' whistle corning down th 
hall, his slow st p. She could see him-tall, tan, 
lanky. 
She walked back across the hall. "He had a heart 
attack a few minutes ago in his office," she said. She 
sat down in her chair. "I can't believe it." 
When she got home to her apartment, she called 
the hospital. Her roommates were still not home. 
"Can you tell me the condition of Mr. William W. 
Todd, please" 
There was a pause. "His condition is critical, 
ma'am." She told herself she was glad to find him 
alive. She slowly climbed the stairs. 
She called the hospital every day for a while-until 
critical rose to fair. On the night when he was officially 
listed in good condition, she dropped the phone re­
ceiver into the cradle and went to the apartment's 
back glass door. "Woody is OK," she announced. 
One roommate and a date were sitting in lawn chairs 
in the 8:30 Daylight Savings sunset. They were having 
a beer. "Good news," her roommate said. The man 
beside her smiled. 
It was a long summer month that he didn't return 
to work. The paper came out; the place he had left 
smoothed over a bit. People kept getting married and 
clubs kept meeting and Heloise found always more 
uses for old stockings. But his absence was a lo s. It 
was only an office and a job. 
But she didn't go to see him, though she considered 
it almost every day. She drove past the hospital on 
her way to work, glancing across the grids of windows 
and thought, 'Woody's there.' And then she remem­
bered, 'He has a family. It's only a crush.' And so 
she thought of stopping, but never did. And the 
weeks slipped by. 
She was out on a story on the day he came back. 
She had been sent to do a piece on the local gladiola 
farmers. She had spent a couple of hours talking to 
farmers, standing in the wet clay furrows as long 
blades sliced the stalks and field hands heaped the 
flowers into trucks. It was hot and she was returning, 
damp with an armload of flowers. Sh pa d 
Woody's offic d or that sh was now accu tom d to 
s ing do d and dark. 
The door wa open. Woody was just rising from 
his chair. He looked as he always had, not ven tir d. 
She stopped halfway past the door and came back. 
"So you finally come with flowers," he said. "Come 
hug me." He walked around the desk to her. She 
crushed flowers, face, pocketbook, notebook against 
his chest. He held her in a deliberate, strong, uncasual 
embrace. 
"I was so worried about you," she said, her face 
pressed against him. She looked up at him then. "Are 
you all right?" 
"Still a little weak," he said. "But I'm going to be 
all right." He loosened his hold of her then and leaned 
a shoulder against the door frame. And she stood 
with her armload of flowers and looked at him until 
his face lit with the same familiar smile. 
"You're all right," she said, when she saw that light 
again in his eyes. "I can tell." As she spoke, she felt 
her own face relax, felt in her gaze a new easy 
warmth. She reached up and ruffled his hair, the same 
way she would with a guy-with a man-exactly her 
age. 
Knowing that he was still.watching her, she turned 
then, went down the hall to her office, carrying with 
her the delicate burden of flowers. And the garden 
clubs kept meeting and the brides kept getting 
married. 
Pe\{\{l/ PalfllC is a Nortlr Cnroli1111 H>ritcr ,Plw h11:­
p11l1/\;1,cd in MS., Cosmopolitan, and other:-. She 
lrns won the n111111nl fictio11 mmrd gi1.>c11 by Crucible, 
and 1l'ill /rm,c n story p11t,/ishcd t/rro11gh the N11tio1111/ 




Barbera Astor Burnette 
It was the day you tore 
down 
my white-picket fence 
to invite me over 
for a barbecue. 
We ate snow-peas in winter 
without plates. 
(Our fingers were our prongs.) 
You prattled on about the 
incompatibility of the 
Protestant work ethic 
and August days. 
1 stopped hivering when 
you r ach d through me 
to b g my Snow Fairy's pardon 
to pass you some mustard un. 
Bnr[,nrn Astor B11mL'ffL' is n11 E11glislr 11117;or at 
Wrigi,t State and a frcc-la11cc wrifl'r H1lro~c articfc._ 
lrrnie npprnrcd i11 t/,c Dayton Daily NL'ws, Thl' 
Journal Herald, 111,d Dayton 11111g11:i11c. 
Vance Wiss'inger Jr. 
For All the Marbles 
At ten years old my pride & 
joy was cool, round cupped 
in my slender palm. by-jimminie, that crystal 
marble was the b st h oter 
in thr neighborhood . A witchd ctor, 
a magician and se r, I carried a lucky bagfull 
of suckers' fate pouched in grass-greened 
denim on my flat-board hip. I'd cast 
signs upon the face 
of hot dust, binding unseen forces, 
yes, even the universe 
in that ring. Each different neighborhood 
gang of kids would populate every one 
of those dirty heavens 
with clicking multi-hued worlds from 
separate troves each 
gambling neighborhood volunteered. Taking 
on all comers, hunched earth-to-ear gazing 
across my crystal ball squeezed between 
thumbnail & two fingers I'd predict the futures 
of bullys, brats, shrimps and 
tomboys alike. Elementary calculus squint 
clearing the firmament shot by shot 
becoming a short hundredaire, and equal 
opportunity destroyer. Then call end of the game, 
end of this world, I would always make sure 
to return th~ dusJ 
to the dust 
and wipeout each ring lest I, myself 
someday be wipedout. At last I'd run 
to Delbert's field 
to be cushioned on the grass at the edge 
of the hill. Scratchy fragrance at my back, the suspending 
sky so deep as to blue clear air & marble 
clouds, like I was inside god's own 
aggie where one summer day lasts 
forever and victory is a 2 bit jawbreaker 
that lasts all afternoon. 
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First Booty 
Trunked up above waves of bluegrass & in among 
bright green shadows, fresh 
bark quenchs the palms 
of my hands & presses warm boughs against 
scuffed arches of my feet. Our Ohio ocean 
breeze nestles this pirate tree 
through gentle swells. I look to 
the crown, mounted above & smiling down 
on me, Suzie captains the mast in a climbing 
stance. Her thin brown legs supple 
as new rigging. I gaze up both trembling cuffs 
of her gym shorts and behold 
cotton panties, taunt like a windfilled sail 
impelling me to exotic lands 
dotted with the promise of those 
little red flowers. 
Vance Wis!->i11ger Jr. is a Philosoplty!Business ma­
jor nt Wright State. He is the Associate Editor of 
Nexus and a previously published poet. 
by Miriam Ben-Yaacov 
Two bus stops away! One bus stop away! She rose, tugged at the stop cord, then carefu11y descended 
the curved staircase of the lurching, red, double­
decker bus. She stepped to the pavement eager to 
start her weekly merging into Hillbrow, a suburb of 
Johannesburg. 
As she passed the De Garno Cafe she swerved to 
avoid the arc of dirty water a cafe maid thr w into 
the street gutter . 
"Sorry, Missy," the maid said . 
Adjoining the neighbouring men's clothing stor 
was a tiny cobbled courtyard. Therein grew one lovely 
tree. Stone steps led up to a yellow canopied entrance. 
No display window here; instead, there was a small 
oval peephole, just big enough to whet one's curio ity 
through its revelation of a 'custom made' suit. A 
snooty porcelain cat lounged on artfully draped 
wools. A few graceful silk ties away, bright yellow 
chryanthemums grew in an imported Italian pot. 
Hillbrow had awakened, had been washed and 
groomed. The roads were bumper to bumper with 
parking place seekers. Green mamba buses had al­
ready spewed out the multitude of black workers that 
they compacted into Johannesburg from the town­
ships. 
The traffic light turned green. The mass- brown, 
black, and white-surged onward. The African sun 
rose higher, vaporizing the dewdrops, making the 
day heavy. 
The fruitstore's colorful display of mangos, football­
sized papaya, tray of brown, pox- carred leechies, 
and beatiful , pale pink guava made Anna's stomach 
rumble. Should she buy a Granny Smith? A bunch of 
Cape grapes? She scrutinized the fruit carefully and 
settled on some leechies and three large guavas. One 
doesn't eat on the street, it i unladylike, she kept 
reminding her elf, but to no avail. Sh could imagine 
the gravelly texture of th guava, f el its pips crack 
against her teeth . Her hand lipped into the brown 
bag. She took a fugitive bite of the unwashed fruit, 
hurriedly replaced the bitten fruit in the bag, wiped 
her mouth with the back of her hand, and walked on . 
At a still-closed carpark a sleepy attendant sat 
against the wall. Hi eyes were shut, his feet were 
stretched out aero s th pavement blocking the flow 
of pedestrian . He must be waiting for the white boss 
to come and unlock the door, Anna thought. A foot­
step or so past the attendant Anna stopped. She was 
almost knocked off her feet as the woman who had 
been walking behind her bumped into her. Anna, 
picking up the woman's purse out of the gutter and 
handing it to her, apologized. The woman hurried 
on, and Anna's eyes returned to the attendant. He 
seemed familiar . She knew him. Back home on the 
farm. Yes, it wa Samson, the headman's son. 
"Greetings, Samson. What are you doing in Johan­
nesburg?" Samson lifted his shoulder blades. HP did 
not look up at her. 
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"Last I heard you were at the mi sion school," she 
continued. She saw people walking past looking at 
her and then down at the young black man sitting 
against the wall. Samson did not look up at Anna. 
He clenched and unclenched hi fi ts. 
"Sam on, it' all right to gr et me... What are you 
doing here?... Why ar n't you at chool?" 
Minutes seemed to pas before he look d up at the 
waiting young woman, hi ye quinting in anger. 
Anna swall wed, start! d. Sam on rolled a bit of 
ch wing tobacco around in hi mouth then pat it into 
th du t. Hi hould r arched. She could feel the 
power barely concealed. 
"Damn y u, whit w man. Why d you talk to 
m ?" h aid finally thr ugh I nch d t th. Hi lip 
compre s d into a tight thin lin , h bent forward t 
tie his shoelace. 
"What do you mean?" she said watching, not quite 
sure what to do. When Samson straightened he said, 
"Because of the books I see it is different in other 
countries." 
"What do you mean?" Anna said again, she shifted 
her weight. 
"Everytime something about me or my people not 
being equal is said I feel as if a red hot branding iron 
is forced into my forehead." 
"So you got into trouble, you ran away." 
"Yes" a surprised upward glance ... "How did 
you know? ... You will tell where I am?" Samson 
queried. 
"Course not, silly. What has it to do with 
me? ... Do you have permission to work in Johan­
nesburg?" 
His stare was frozen in pure hatred. 
"What if I have or don't have permission? What's 
it to you?" he asked. 
"You'll get caught, that's what," Anna said, tossing 
her head in the air. "Goodbye." 
He smiled sardonically, obviou ly relieved to see 
h r go. She walked past the O K Bazaars barely look­
ing at the department tore windows. She felt con­
fused by the meeting with Samson. She had planned 
later, together with her friends, she would sniff the 
perfume; touch the silk scarfs; experiment with the 
new make-up and perhaps buy a tortoise haircomb. 
Now she did not feel so sure. 
Jan, Anna's brother, worked next door at Radio 
Mannie's. Radio Mannie, a Jong narrow store, had 
two display windows on either side of its entrance. 
These windows were crammed full, one with every 
available radio and tape recorder, the other window 
with every imaginable camera, lens, and tripod. Each 
piece displayed had an orange card before it. In Jan's 
neat print these cards declared the sacrifice price and 
the original price. Jan, tall and thin, stood behind the 
counter, preparing next week's offerings on more 
nauseating orange cards. Mannie's wife was reading 
the morning paper. Soon her twin sister would be 
coming to help with the expected Saturday morning 
rush. Jan looked up, saw Anna and smiled. 
. .
"She could 1mag1ne the 
grave 11y texture of the 
guava, feel it pips crack 
again t her teeth." 
"You're arly today." 
"Yes, it's such a lovely day. I didn't want to wait 
for Francis and Marie. I arranged to meet them at 
eleven thirty." Anna hesitated a little and Jan looked 
at her. 
"What is it?" he said. They could always read each 
other's moods. 
"I saw Sampson," she said. 
"Petrus's son?" 
"Yes, he's working as an attendant at that carpark 
up the road, and he's going to get into trouble. He 
has no pass. He quit mission school and came here. 
He's so arrogant, he'll stick out like a sore thumb." 
"Yes, I know," Jan said. He drew a deep breath, 
"I'd better get back to work. I'll wait for you at one 
o'clock then we can talk some more." 
Anna walked to the street corner, looked right then 
left, crossed the road and entered the concrete, steel 
and glass bookstore. She walked past the two-to­
three-month-old American and British magazines, 
past the aisle containing the Afrikaans books, to the 
center of the bookstore. She glanced at the books, 
Bushveld Country: Kalahari-The Kingdom of the Gems­
bok: Natal-Province of Contrasts. She picked up This is 
South Africa and paged through it until she came to 
the section which depicted the Orange Free State. She 
looked hungrily for the illustrations that included the 
Drakensberg Mountains. The broad rock bands of 
those rugged, over-powering, peaks blazed brilliant 
orange, yellow and red. These colors dimmed with 
distance to Anna's familiar misty purple-blue. As she 
scanned the pages, the wide, friendly smiles of the 
Basutu blurred into the smiles of Petrus, Maria, Sam­
son and family. Recollections of skipping up the path 
to the mud hut near the railway line. Samson calling 
"Corne, follow me." Samson motioning to Anna to 
be quiet, looking in the grass tufts. A slate-grey shape 
emerging from the grass and starting to run towards 
the two children then away. Samson pushing some 
grass blades aside. The guinea fowl's eggs. Six beau­
tiful oval eggs half the size of a regular hen's eggs 
and covered with delicate, emerald-blue specks. 
"Miss, are you all right? Can I help you?'~ the book­
clerk asked. 
"What? Oh! No! I'm fine thank vou." Anna dosed 
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the book and put it down. She walked, still with un­
focused eyes, bumping into browsers, to the entrance 
of the bookstore. Her high-heel caught in the door­
way. She cursed, turned and leaned backward to ex­
tract it from the door's narrow ridge. As she 
straightened, she stared, still unfocused, at the beg­
garman leaning against the stor front. He grinned at 
her, picked up his tin money can and shook it until 
its raucous noise deafened her. She stood paralyzed. 
His grin widened, he leaned forward, his glance in­
viting her to witness some marvel. Slowly h lift d 
aside a tattered khaki trou r l g and revealed 
stumps. Anna stared at the fl sh and kin-cover d 
bones. She felt sick. With both hand h lifted his 
right stump slightly, moved it around a little, , nd 
th n let it fall with a thud on th hard c m nt of th" 
pavement. His body swayed into a stab! p iti n. 
Guiltily, Anna felt in her pock t for some coins which 
she dropped in the beggarman's tin can. "Thank you, 
Missy." He made an exaggerated upperbody bow, 
his palms pressed together and raised to her in sub­
mission. 
Aimlessly, Anna meandered on, looking into store 
display windows. "Hey miss," "Hey there! come with 
us." Two gangly youths teased. Half pleased, half 
frightened Anna turned her warmed cheeks away 
from their lewd glances and studied the bedpans, 
crutches, hospital beds and orthopedic braces behind 
the glass display pane. Oh lord! she thought. She gave 
a quick look in the youths' direction, saw that they 
were still smirking and resumed her inspection of 
bedpans, crutches, and orthopedic braces . After a 
while the youths left. 
She passed some more stores, but Anna never paid 
much attention to them. She crossed the road at the 
traffic light where bicycled messenger boys propped 
one-legged while they waited for the traffic light to 
change. Then round the corner, a wider pavement 
now, and as anticipated, the Nguni women in th ir 
bright blankets were already squatting on flattened 
cardboard boxes . Their wares wer spread on fad d 
tablecloths in front of them. Behind them an electric 
display advertising Pac-Man winked. A woman 
picked up a salad bowl carved from Imbiua wood. 
She held it towards Anna who patted her pocket and 
smiled at the woman to show her she had no money. 
She did not speak the woman's language. Far off 
shouting could be heard. What could it be? Had some­
body been pickpocketed? The shouting grew nearer. 
At the traffic light the messenger boys, who were 
a moment ago exchanging pleasantries, cursed as 
they were pushed aside by shoving hands and butting 
shoulders. Head thrust forward like a ramming de­
vise, Samson flew through. Anna's mouth became 
dry, her stomach cramped. So soon, she thought. 
People who were not quick enough to move out of 
Samson's way got knocked aside like ten-pins. Closer 
and closer behind him the police came. One of the 
Nguni women's carefully displayed beadwork-wire 
bead dolls, doilies, beaded gourds and seed neck­
laces-scattered into the street, trampled under. 
"Aaiee!" she wialed, "Aaiee! my kids' supper is 
being trampled." lndiff rent to the running man and 
th pur uing police, she b nt forward to scoop up 
her war . A policeman tripp d over h r bending 
form. 
"Damn woman," hey lled ash got up and con­
tinued running. Som one yelled, "We hav him." 
Th polic walked back pa t th Nguni worn n. 
am on, ev n with his hand cuff d b "'hind him, re­
i t d, fighting all th time. A h was being pull d 
pa t her, Anna' and amson' eyes locked. She aw 
him falter and stumble. She turned her head aside. 
Moments later she realized that he had clasped one 
of the Nguni worn n's forearm . She mumbled an 
apology and walked on towards the flowerstand. 
It was over. Shop as istant who had been drawn 
to the doors by the noise shrugged their shoulders. 
Witne sing blacks shuffled along, their chatter mo­
mentarily silenced. The Nguni woman collected the 
scattered doilies, dolls, gourds and necklace that 
once were a bright kalediscope of colour on the grey 
cement pavement. One black, another illegal, she 
thought, unglued himself from a shopfront, walked 
towards the nearest alley and urinated against the 
wall. 
Anna fled to the flower tand. Many waterfilled 
pail were evenly placed on long wooden planks bal­
anced on bricks. Sterilizia-the bird of paradise, with 
purple beak and orange mane; carnations in bundles 
of red, pink, and white. Wild, deep blue cornflowers 
triggered memories of childhood summers. Mollie, 
her long-dead terrier, niffing Anna' legs a she gath-
r the e delicate blue beautie - White laceflowers, 
delicate, large ... Anna' eyes quickly dart d to safer 
blooms, to ro e big and mall, a pail of greenery, 
then th many varieties of chrysanthemums, large 
frothy white heads, the conventional brown rusts, 
yellows and whites. The stall owner, a tall Indian in 
pale blue safari suit eemed to know Anna was one 
of the fools who gape but don't buy. He understood 
and moved on. Hi sari d wife glanced over her 
shoulder, her hands high in the air, trimming dead 
growth from a hanging fern. Large intelligent eyes in 
a brown face. Black hair pulled sternly back into a 
bun. Tiny diamonds tudded her ears. 
"Anna!" Marie and Francis were waving at her. She 
took one last look at the flowers. Knowing she had 
to meet her friends, she moved trance-like toward 
them . 
Miri11111 Ben- Y11t1cou i~ 11 Crrnti,•1· v\'nt111i,: Co111-




man with blue hands 
by Rebecca Lloyd 
1 
our first ride 
past Denver. 
you crouched low in 
the seat, didn't 
talk much, 
laughed though behind 
those dark glasses. 
fiery possibilities 
filled the car. 





snake trails up 
sandstone mountain 
sides, sagebrush crushed 
between your blue 




the storms below waltzed 
i across the hushed valley 
with wet intent 
I saw your eyes 
unveiled. 
3 
back in your room 
under cloudy sheets 
we created our own 
storm, raining on each 
other just to tease the 
fire, sweaty sage 
scents licked clean 
blue hands over 
my soft hills 
held in a way 
lovers 




now I ride in 
a truck that jiggles 
body and brain 
muted kaleidoscope rocks 
shake past, hot Utah 
desert sage swarms 
through my head 
a lone buffalo 
races with us 
jerking toward 
the ocean far 
away from you 
I can still 
feel your blue 
blue hands 
upon me 
Rebecca L/()_lld is t1 gmd1111lc st11dl'lll 111 Wright Stall' 
1111d t1 TA . 
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Too Much Rock-Hopping 
by Paul Weinman 
You know, growing up being a girl 
is no easy chore about these high-up rocks. 
Most folk are men, for sure. What with timbering, 
trapping, knocking at minerals-shooting venison. 
Wives were few and the ones that was 
sure were set to calve as many kids as they could. 
For a mountainman to marry, meant holding him to place. 
Couldn't just up and leave, you know. 
Not with kids one to ten-even with them helping 
as they grow taller. A husband's got to feed 
and clothe a lot. Saying nothing of extra stuff 
like cups, spoons, beggins for a strip of lace. 
How, Hollup, he took one to vow 
and didn't she die in delivering a female whelp 
without a one to help no how. Wouldn't give babe up. 
Sure there was none busting through the woods 
with helping kind or arms-things being as they are. 
How he raised her up so long, sets you scratching. 
Strong-willed and had more than wilderness smarts. 
Took to loving her so that she did less work 
than half of any other young woman. Spoiled her so. 
He worked furious at trapping and taking deer­
less for theirselves to eat, but for selling. 
Bought her fixings of clothes and things like rings 
and pins--fancy gadgets to fasten on herself. 
Till he walked in one day with a doe to shoulders, 
saw his dear daughter sitting at the garden hill. 
Talking to a stranger-a man in no mountain clothes. 
Fact is, this ·one was holding a city hat in hand. 
First thing Hollup demanded was putting that cap back. 
Apologized, he did. What with that stare of anger. 
Said he was a writer and had come up 
to put God's beauty on paper. Even showed his pen 
... father not trusting ... 
or understanding a word of this intruding. 
Besides wearing a white shirt-shaven this one was! 
You know, Hollup would have none of this behavior! 
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Though he put him up for that moon 
-knowing it wouldn't be right setting him off 
being alr ady night. And them two young ones, 
talked soft so he couldn't hear. 
Giggled till he had to sesh th m up-
none of that low-talking ... 
till his rock-hopping fatigue pulled hi eyes shut. 
Packed him off next morn with a look-
aying not to track back no more. 
But, wouldn't she take to moaning. Sighing. 
Hollup cursed hard c nd broke a hair or two. 
Hid a lettPr that got cnt to her. 
Well, didn't sh get i k that wint r­
and a hard one it wa for them wind . 
Got the fever and whined about that writing feJler. 
Now Hollup couldn't read of cour e. 
So h slipped the mother's Book beneath her head. 
Had a neighbor he knew come say prayers 
till she was dead. 
Later, whenever a person would be passing by, 
he'd ask for as isting, help in search for that letter. 
Certain some guilt grew him thin and bitter enough 
that he saw only half a snow's blow more. 
Was then the letter was found in that Book. 
Paul Wei11llla11 ,s 1111 ed11mtw11 s11pcn 1i~orlarcJic­
olo1list at tlrc New York State M11sc11111. 
A Gentleman of Good Studies 
by Giorgio Manganelli 
translated by John Satriano 
Alittle b f re ten in th morning, a g ntleman of good studie and of a mod rat ly melancholy 
humor, discover d the irrefutable proof of the exist­
ence of God . It was a complex proof, but not so com­
plex as to be ungraspable by an averagely 
philosophical mind. The gentleman of good studies 
remained calm, he re-examined the proof of the ex­
istence of God from bottom to top, sideways, from 
top to bottom, and concluded that he had done a good 
job. He closed the copy-book containing some notes 
on the definitive proof of the existence of God, and 
went out in order to spend his time doing nothing­
in short, in order to live. Tow3rds four in the after­
noon, returning home, he realized he had forgotten 
the exact formulation of a few passages of the dem­
onstration; and all the passages, of course, were 
essential. 
Th thing made him nervous. He went into a place 
to have a beer, and it seemed to him, for a moment, 
that he was more calm. He found one passage again, 
but immediately after realized he had lost two others. 
He was putting his hopes in the notes, but he knew 
that his notes were only partial, and so he had left 
them, because he didn't want anyone, not even the 
maid, to be certain of th existence of God before he 
had diligently developed the whole argument. Two­
thirds of the way home, he realized that, while the 
proof of the existence of God was losing its firm, 
marvelous features, he was stumbling across argu­
ments that may have belonged to his original argu­
ment, and then again may not have. He couldn't be 
sure. Was there a passage that had something to do 
with Limbo? No, there wasn't. And there were no 
sleeping souls either, but perhaps there was still a 
Last Judgement. He wasn't sure. Hetl? It didn't seem 
likely to him, and yet he had the impression of having 
debated at length over Hell, and of having placed 
Hell's existence at the very top of his investigation. 
Having arrived in front of the door to his house, he 
suddenly broke out in a cold sweat. What, really, had 
he demonstrated the existence of? Since something 
had resulted that was indisputably true, unattackable, 
and yet impossible to be stuck into an unforgettable 
formula. Only then did he perceive that he was grip­
ping the key to the house in his hand, and, with a 
gesture of belated desperation, he flung it into the 




In the blaze 
within 
the furnace 
it is eternal summer 
of the deserts 
except 
when the reindeer come. 
They ram their antlers, 
flint against flint, 
and poesy is born-
a spark of fire 
in the snow. 
Metamorphosis 
In the twilight 
within the pupa 
Grimm's fairy princess 
danced along 
and became 
an engine driver 
and later, a pilot. 
One swirl 
and a transformation 
into wonderwoman; 
Elizabeth Taylor 
gave way to Madame Pompadour. 
When the Crysalis emerged 
it was soft and brown dusted, 
but with real wings. 
An Indian Goddess 
Flat-faced rock 
Paint d black, glistening. 
Beaten silver 
Cut huge slanting eye into the face 
The mysterious soul 
glared back 
through each wide iris. 
The nose ring, clustered fire 
Dazzled 
Above the red gash of a mouth 
Tight lipped-
The goddess never spoke to men. 
She gazed upon the world­
Gleaming eyes 
Brought sunny days 
Glittering eyes 
Burned the land 
Until men dropped: 
So many moths from the fire. 
Floods washed the slopes clean 
Clouds blundered 
When the silver eyes darkened; 
Until blood 
Wrung from crowing, bleating necks 
Brightened them up 
With the red glow of forges and dusk. 
Harmony 
To the music 
of planes flying 
like jewelled sharks 
thro' grey seas 
curling around stars 
I tapdance on the sidewalk 
remembering 
orange dragonflies 




with red moss. 
Gm1ntri Ma11tmdi is n grad1111tc student 11w1or111:,: 
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Sitting in a chair he built from sketches of bark 
and dowels that creak at the joints 
Dad whistles along 
while brown beetles cling to the window screens 
Tommy Dorsey's muted horn 
and Lionel Hampton's pulsing vibes 
chisel the diamond-tipped stylus 
as the record skips 
the record skips 
the record skips 
Until Dad's hairy knuckles 
rap the mahogany cabinet of the gramophone 
Rick Wagner is a graduate student in £11glish nt 
Wright State and has bee11 published in Nexus t,efore. 
[SL who is icorki111; on /11~ 11111~/l'l''s at VPf 1111d SU . 
Clyde Kessler 
Open Letter to Mother's Retirement 
Was the flood man home to see you 
and ask you love, were his dolphins 
singing Motale, singing Stramm 
and grinning into living hurricanes: 
didn't he find you there in August, 
two Cuban guitarists running past pigeons, 
two Haitian women selling tanning oil in rain? 
This life to spike the tea and run a kite, 
and home now, a stinking trillium 
nods a yellow head in a slide, 
a distant Boca Raton, a parrot 
eating crickets in the yard, 
you tug your hair net in place in the lounge. 
The flood man danced forward, backward, 
often asleep with the wind of palms, with babies 
and music that made peace from travel: 
the immigrants searching to retire like birds, 
the big dollar reaching a treaty of slums, 
and their work was in America, in the 70's 
such boats to mix with shark teeth and love, 
then you danced him to dance alone 
and went to old Seminole laughter 
like a granny woman at the beach 
wrapping a gown over the shore. 
/ 
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April: Rock Castle Creek 
The trout lily blooms now 
I hear the waterthrush singing 
Uncle Crow stands full of straw 
in glory weeds and beggar ticks 
along Rock Ca tle the hiker laughing 
at cat climbing dead chestnut tree 
I tell Uncle Crow to scare himself 
I tell gnat to freeze in th air 
the low deep path through the gorge 
dance Saponi cl y through tr e , 
Uncl Crow l ans his voice: 
rags of a hillbilly yelling the swag 
muck grass and winter cress, a kiss 
of the ground to sing with clouds 
we camp th noon with our shadows 
wearing that Uncle Crow 
sings better in a rotting field 
than seven poets mixing tea in heaven . 





There is so much beauty in the woods. 
Shadows lurk under the tall trees. 
Beautiful colors are displayed by the many flowers. 
Babbling ound are created by th stream. 
Small life hide in th tall gra s, 
a around my head fly a bug. 
S n I t aggravated by th bug. 
It cau m to forg t th b auty of th wood 
Trying to avoid th p st I fall in the gra , 
and hit my h ad on one of the tall trees. 
I wa h my cut off in the stream 
and sit right in a patch of wild flowers. 
I am sad for I kill some of the flowers. 
I look up in the sky and see that same bug. 
He flys over the stream, 
and into the deep, dark woods. 
I lay back under the tall trees, 
matting down the soft grass. 
I begin to reflect upon the grass, 
as well as the purpose of the flowers. 
I wish that I could be as tall as the trees, 
or that I could fly like the bug, 
for then I could see all of the woods, 
and follow along the quietly flowing stream. 
So much hidden strength is contained in a tream. 
It also upplies nourishment to the grass, 
and the rest of the woods. 
It gives life to the delicate flowers. 
As I continue thinking, I see that bug, 
sitting high on a limb in one of the trees. 
I climb up into the tall trees, 
and onto one that extends toward the stream. 
I reach out and to grab that bug, 
but I lose my balance and land in the grass. 
He flys by me and sits on one of the flowers, 
and there we sit in the middle of the woods. 
Alone in the woods, surrounded by trees, 
and by the many flowers that live by the stream, 
we sit in the grass; me and that stupid bug. 
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I have entered the seed 
from which spring germinates. 
It is water wanting out. 
Into the farthest valley I have gone, 
where snow-holding steeps 
slide bristles of spruce 
oblique to the sun; 
where white summits leak 
into rivulets, rivulets wash 
snow walls into streams 
and in vaportails streams 
plunge from ledges; 
where thaw drips from boulders, 
oozes out of slopes, gargles the rocks, 
turning high meadows to soggy sponge. 
In a noisy white vale 
I have watched hearing winter 
torn from glossy greening 
and the first dwarf flower face 
in drippings and garglings, 
hissings and spoutings, 
in a deafening roar 
heard far, far across 
the outstretched desert floor. 
I have entered the seed 
from which spring generates. 
It is water wanting out. 
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Untitled 
by Katrina Oost 
When is a women in love? 
When she sees a man she likes 
she holds a hand she likes to touch. 
He says hello to her when no one dares to approach; 
she sees a look in different eyes. 
It's hard to say when I started losing touch with reality, 
replacing it with fantasy, 
choosing time for the moment. 
She wears her stockings out for the night 
turning a well-heeled ankle. 
Black clothes, black shoes, black nights and 
next morning blues. 
People love her, people hate her, 
she is all things to those who see through a sieve. 
'Have a vodka' 
'Can I buy you a drink?' 
'Listen, can you lend me some bread?' 
She sits in the bar and looks in the mirror­
not bad, not good. 
Hey, when is a woman in love? 
Give me your lips, your love, your life. 
Katrina Oost is a11 Acti11g 111ajor i11 tit!.' t/,1.'afrl' art~ 
pro:,1ra111 at Wright State . 
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They assembled at the square. 
At the square they assembl d. 
Only it wasn't a square for an as ernbly. 
It was a square for tears and mem ri 
But I should tart at the b ginning. 
Eric wrote a poem that inspired them to think. This 
was an extraordinary feat. ("This" being either the 
poem or the thinking.) But beyond thought, it (in this 
case, the poem) inspired action. 
But that's not the point.
The paper which Eric used to write his poem upon
attracted as much attention as the poem itself. You 
see, Eric, being somewhat of a showman pulled a 
piece of paper from his pocket. 
Not unusual. But the paper happened to be folded 
in an odd geometric shape. Also not unusual. But, 
the odd geometric shape had an array of odd geo­
metric shapes cut into it.
Eric, still being the showman he was two para­
graphs ago, slowly unfolded the paper. It (the paper)
turned out to be a complex version of the paper snow­
flakes children make in school. But the deal was that 
the poem had been written before the shapes were 
cut. There were words and phrases missing. So it 
wasn't Eric's poem they were reading, it was theirs.
They filled in their own personal words. This got them 
to thinking. 
But that's not the point. 
The scissors which Eric used to cut the paper didn't 
get the attention they deserved. They (th scissors, 
of course) played an important role in the snowflake
poem. Nobody thought about that. But, if Eric's morn 
knew, she would have been angry.
You see, once, a few years back, Eric's morn was a 
nurse. She used the scissors to cut the bandages to 
put on the dying soldiers. 
And they assembled at the square. 
Filling in their loved one's names. 
Remembering the war, but forgetting why. 
Alana
O'Koon
Alana 0'Koon is the Features and E11tertai11111e11t 





em lik an Id f ar 
but still it ling r 
makes m fe 1weak and 
well, angry, while at the 
same time there's a street 
in front of my house and cars 
go by, go bye-bye, and i 
watch as they go go wherever 
they go, but i don't want to 
come along anyway, i've never 
heen too impressed with loud 
cars or squealing tires or 
blaring stereos or revving 
engines or fat people holding 
beer between their legs like 








did you sleep with him last night? 
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american asshole 
sometimes i wish i could take a trip 
across america and write 
poems on the bus or sitting 
in the station, maybe getting 
laid by people i don't even 
know it could maybe be 
a book its worked for other people 
i know but every time i go on a trip 
across america i get carsick 
Pete Ficht is a Direcfi11x major at Wrig/rt State m,d 
has been previously p11l?lislied i11 Nexus. 
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Saint Louis and the Bird 
by Juli lark 
Small time. Small town churcr.. And great, big, bad, God. "How fitting," Louis thought to himself. The 
women with their bleached out hair, dry and traight 
a straw. The men, oily, uncomfortable and afraid, 
their hand curled stupidly on their lab . Th 
preacher, ranting, raving and weating, mopping hi 
idiot forehead with a big blue handkerchief. "Makes 
me sick," Louis muttered, and his mother put her 
elbow to his ribs. 
"Cut it out- tupid bitch," he aid, but only he 
could h ar. Loui B rnard Iler wa ju t hy of fifteen, 
near ighted, ' c;;ively thin, hollow- h st d, and he 
h~ ted hi mother, the former De Dec Li ious. Louis 
turned his gaze from the tiled floor to glare at her. 
She was fanning herself with a large, brightly colored 
fan that he insisted was once part of her act. But 
Louis knew he had purcha ed it at a dimestore in 
Mary ville. The leevele pink dress she wore 
hugg d h r flesh o tightly that Louis could ee the 
flower appliqued on her brassiere. And of course, 
her lips and nail had to be th same lurid color. 
Virginia Iler (Chubby to her friend ) miled yellow 
teeth at her on. "Face the front, Louis, it's rude not 
to look at the preacher," she whispered. "Why don't 
you go to the dentist?" Louis replied in disgust, turn­
ing his eyes from her to the window. 
It was the kind of church that put one in mind of 
a reformatory da room. Plain. Clean. And scrupu­
lously removed of anything with which anyone might 
hurt himself. Bald, bare and brick, it sat Jike a lone 
tombstone at the edge of town, its unstained windows 
facing a cool woods, where he directed hi thoughts 
now. Loui , like many boy , had a special place in 
the wood , a mall clearing near the center. A cret 
kept from everyone, surrounded by s tately trees, 
mocking, and ancient wi th dignity. Th ere he would 
read or drowse and imagine himself the only person 
in the world. And he would get ideas in the woods. 
Good idea . He had figured out how to make the 
model 'or "The Airplane of the Fu tu re" in the 
woods- the one that had won third prize at th e sch ool 
fair. He had planned the perfect murder in the woods, 
which wa to go to an unknown tow n and stab a 
comp! te tranger with an icicle, then throw it in a 
fir and run .:iway. ot that he would ever d o it, but 
he knew if he did he would never ge t caught. And it 
was in the wood· that Louis would ca rry out th 
crucial "experiment." 
"Loui ," Virginia nudged him. "Will you move 
your butt? The service has b en over fo r five minutes, 
and if I'm going to have Reverend Harold over for 
dinner, I got to get to him before Lucille Anders 
does." 
"If you have him over for dinn r, I'm not eating." 
Louis folded his arm and remain d sea ted . 
"Suit your elf, you ignorant child. But for now you 
gotta move." And \.vith that she gave him a shove 
that knocked his glasses off his nose and his rear-end 
off the pew. 
"Oh Christ, Ma, I hate it when you do tha t," Louis 
said sullenly as he picked him self up and looked 
around to see who had been watchin g . 
"Thou shalt not take the name of the Lord, thy God, 
in vain, Louis," his mother responded . "Now, are 
you going to move or do you need your mother to 
help you?" 
It was very hot. The sidewalk glittered, and his 
head throbbed each time his he I tou ched the con-
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crete. He wished he had taken the car. It was bad 
enough to have to go, but to have chosen to walk 
revealed a disturbing inclination towards martyrdom. 
The Rev . James Harold did not like going to the Ilers 
for dinner. He did not like visiting them for any rea­
son. In fact, he had often wi hed that Virginia and 
her son were Catholic or Jewish or even Buddhist, 
anything that would have kept them out of his 
church . But he was a man who took his Christian 
duties seriou ly, and inc Virginia and Louis were 
m mb rs of hi c ngregati n, h f lt oblig d to a c pt 
at 1 ast on or two of he r num rou invitations a y ar. 
H took his ey off hi h s and ob rv d the 
neighborhood. It depre sed him. Every house the 
same, distinguished only by the color of its aluminum 
siding. Mostly rentals, he imagined, built with tiny 
windows to save on heat bills. It was a part of town 
where nobody tried. No one planted flowers along 
the walk, or fixed a falling gutter. Nobody hung out 
a flag, even on holidays. Yards were yellow and dry, 
uninviting to the bare feet. All in all, a dismal place 
to spend an afternoon . " Well, it's only for a couple 
of hours, " he told himself, knocking on their door. 
"Soon I'll be home, sitting on the front porch and 
listening for the crickets." 
Virginia answered his knock within seconds, push­
ing on the screen door and charging him in a high 
voice to "Corne on in, come on in . We been waiting 
for you forever." 
"Oh, am l late?" he asked, peering through the 
narrow hallway at Louis who stood behind his 
mother, his glasses flashing oddly in the dim light, 
his long arms drooping at his sides like broken wings . 
"No, Reverend," she said, "You're not late at all, 
but I hope you're hungry, because dinner is just about 
ready. Louis," she continued, turning to her son, 
"Take our guest into the kitchen and show him his 
place. I'm going to get Arthur. You know how he 
loves company." 
Rev. Harold followed Louis into the inevitably yel­
low kitchen with the ruffled curtains. "You can sit 
here," Louis said, indicating one of four chairs at the 
battered table. 
"Thank you," replied the reverend, sitting down . 
He laced his fingers together and tried to think of 
something to say to Virginia's son. But the boy's ab­
rupt manner seemed to discourage conversation. The 
minister watched as Louis fished through one of the 
kitchen cupboards and pulled down five large cereal 
boxes. Three Frosted Flakes, one Rice Krispies, and 
one CoCo Puffs. He began to arrange them on the 
table. 
"You must like cereal." remarked the reverend. 
"Not particularly," Louis replied. 
"He always does that, even though he knows I hate 
it." Virginia said as she walked in the room, a scarlet 
macaw rode on her shoulder. "And Arthur hates it 
too. Don't you honey?" she cooed at the bird. "Say 
hello to Rev. Harold, Arthur." 
The bird remained silent. 
"You'll have to excuse him, Reverend. He still don't 
talk . But he does like to eat." 
The reverend watched as Virginia perched Arthur 
on the back of one of the kitchen chairs . He watched 
as Louis seated himself behind a barricade of boxes. 
"Will Arthur be joining us for dinner?" he asked. 
"Heavens, no," Mrs. Iler replied . "Arthur would 
rather die than touch poultry." 
The chicken was like rubber. The noodles lik warm 
paste . And the green b ans, like long s trips of pap r 
lined with string. But compared to the conver ' ation, 
the meal was five-star. By th time Virginia brought 
out dess rt, her gu twas worn to th fib r. 
"You know, I named Louis after the city- St. 
Louis-only I left out the saint part because, well, it 
just wouldn't have sounded right. Know what I 
mean?" 
"Yes, I certainly see your point Virginia." The rev­
erend picked up his fork and tried to appear inter­
ested. Made the effort not to count all the times he 
had heard the story before, said a little prayer for 
patience to the Father. "Really fine pie," he went on 
quickly. "ls this the recipe Mrs. Brill gave you?" 
"St. Louis was the city I was in when I found out 
I was preggers, er . . . with chi1d. I was a dancer. Me 
and Arthur had an act." 
"Arthur is a nice pet ... " Momentarily confused, 
the reverend had lost the meaning of Virginia's sen­
tence. He had been reading the details of a FREE 
OFFER on the back of one of Louis's cereal boxes. 
"He's more than just a pet . Arthur is the voice of 
God," she remarked in a bit of a huff. 
"Oh, yes," replied the reverend soothingly. "How 
silly of me to have forgotten. The heat you know." 
"Boy, don't I. Summer is nothing but a miserable 
time of year, you ask me. I remember the summer I 
was in St. Louis. It was so hot Flo Kessler fried an 
egg on the sidewalk. Sight of that thing roasting on 
the cement like a big yellow eye made me so sick. I 
was only three months gone then, still had the pukes. 
I think I spent that whole afternoon praying to Ralph. 
That was before I got saved, you know . Almost makes 
me sick to think about it now ." 
"Perhaps we had better change the subject then," 
suggested the reverend putting his napkin to his lips. 
He folded it neatly and placed it beside his plate, and 
reached over to nudge an intimidating box of Frosted 
Flakes. 
"Louis," he asked, "What are your plans for the 
future? Will you be attending college?" 
Without glancing at the minister, Louis replaced 
the box. "No," he said. 
"Louis, you are rude as rain on the Fourth of July. 
I tell you, Reverend, I don't know what I'm gonna 
·do with that boy. Maybe the army. College is just 
plain out of the question. With nothing but my job 
at Lawsons and a little cleaning on the side, I just 
can't afford any more schooling for that boy. And he 
isn't smart enough for a scholarship." 
"Now, now, Virginia, I'm sure Louis has many tal-
ents," said the reverend doubtfully. 
"Well, I don't know what they are. He sure don't 
have my talent for dancing. Two l ft f t. Musta come 
from his father' ide of th family. our , I can't 
tell for sur . You hould hav e nm trying tot ach 
him to waltz. Wh n wa that L ui ?" sh asked, turn­
ing toward h r on' b e . "Right before th Spring 
Dane ? Lord, did you look fooli h. Tell the R verend 
about it," Virginia ommanded him, rea hing around 
behind him and j rking hi 
"Eat hit and di , D id th voi in 
Loui ' h d a h r fr m th tabl . " I' ll b in my 
that m ut f hi m uth. 
"That b y," Vir inia aid, haking h r h ad at the 
r r nd. " I it ju t hi ag ? Ar all t enager like 
that?" 
At this point, Rev. James Harold knew he could 
say something. Should say something. A few kind 
words might help ease the tension between mother 
and son. But the trouble with giving people like the 
Hers advice was that they took one's offer to help as 
an invitation to a more personal relationship. There 
would be phone calls at odd hours. The presumption 
of intimacy. She would (he could see it all now) stop 
to speak with him after Sunday services, and take up 
all his time explaining some petty dispute. It wouldn't 
be fair to the rest of the congregation. It might even 
endanger his position. "I have never really under­
stood children," he finally responded. "Perhaps you 
should eek profe ional guidance . Or take your trou­
ble to the Lord. " 
"Yes, I suppose I should pray on it," Virginia said, 
turning to Arthur and trying to feed him a bit of pie 
crust. She smiled fondly at the bird then turned to 
the reverend. " You know, don't you, that it was Ar­
thur brought my heart to Je u ," sh aid, r aching 
for the coff pot, " Mor coff ?" 
"N , thanks. I'v r ally g t to b g ing. It' g tting 
lat . " 
Virginia poured him more anyway. "Just one more 
cup. He never talked, you know. Arthur, I mean. The 
guy at the pet store in Des Moines had told me he 
would. That's partly the reason I bought him. Not 
just for my act, although that was important too. But 
for company. Only h n v r did. Talk." 
Reverend Harold placed his chin in his hand, and 
decided not to try to ward off the inevitable. He would 
hear the story again, just like a thousand other times. 
Whenever she got him alone, whenever Virginia got 
anyone alone, she droned that story in their ears like 
a used car commercial. Every phrase heavy with the 
weight of her miracle. Oh well. 
"I took that bird with me everywhere. Talked to 
him all the time. But he never said a word. Barely 
even squawked. I was trying to teach him to talk dirty, 
you know, for my act." 
The minister cleared his throat. "You shouldn't 
spend so much time thinking about the past, Virginia. 
God is most concerned with the present and the 
future." 
" ... Arthur remained 
mute, the silence broken 
only by the sound of his 
claws lipping across 
meta. l "
"You're so right, Reverend. I bless the day I found 
the Lord. I was in St. Louis then, for a three week 
stay, or so I thought, working with a group of girls 
managed by Benny Fox. He called us 'Foxy's Ladies,' 
wasn't that cute? Anyway, I'd only been there about 
a week and a half when I found out I was pregnant. 
God, was I sick, and all the time I thought I had the 
flu or something, you know, throwing up and all. It 
was one of the other girls clued me in. Lord, you 
could have knocked me over with a feather when I 
heard that one. She was a nice girl too, Sunny Day, 
she called herself. She was a Catholic though," Vir­
ginia qualified her praise. 
"How is it that you came to Christ, Virginia?" he 
asked, hoping to forestall the nauseating description 
of her early pregnancy. Women's things made him 
very uncomfortable. 
Well, I was in my hotel room, a real dive, like all 
the rest, looking through the phone book to find the 
number of a doctor. Sunny found out his name for 
me. I was going to ... you know, get rid of it. 
Anyway, I found hi number, and had just picked up 
the phone to dial, when Arthur squawked. Real loud. 
I looked over at him to see if he was all right, and he 
was fine, perched over by the window like usual. So 
I looked back at the phone, and he squawked again, 
and then he said, real loud, 'Don't do it Virginia.' Just 
like that." Virginia raised her voice in imitation of a 
bird. "Well, I thought I must of been hearing things, 
you know, so I stuck my finger in my ear to see if 
there was anything wrong, and there wasn't. So I 
looked back to the phone, even dialed the first three 
numbers, I'll never forget them, six, nine, eight, they 
were. And he does it again. 'Don't do it Virginia.' 
And then he says: 'Don't call the doctor. Call Jesus. 
Jesus saves. Jesus. Jesus. Jesus!' " 
"The Lord works in mysterious ways," said the 
reverend, stifling a yawn. 
"Isn't that the truth," Virginia agreed. "I tell you, 
Reverend, I was on my knees so fast, you'd a thought 
there's a hundred dollars in it for me. I prayed clean 
through the second show. Never set foot on a stage 
again. Had Louis. Changed my life. Praise God." 
"Yes indeedy. Goodness, look at the time," Rev­
erend Harold said, glancing quickly at his watch, as 
he had don very five minute for the la t hour. "I 
wa o wrapped up in your story, I forgot all about 
the hour. I really mu t b going. It's a long walk and 
I want to be home before dark." 
"Oh, please, Reverend, let me give you a ride . It's 
no trouble." 
"No. No. I wouldn' t want to put you out, Virginia . 
Th walk will do m good aft r that lov ly dinn r." 
"Don't be illy," h in ·i t d. "Arthur lov to rid 
in th car. B id , I till hav lot f thing t t 11 
you." h pu h d ba k h r chair. "I'll I v th di h 
for L ui . Ju t giv m minut t find my k y ," 
he aid ru hing from the r om, leaving the mini t r 
to tare mi rabl at an apparently indiff r nt bird. 
Louis sat alon in his ro m, throwing darts at th 
wall (he had ruined th cork target long ago) and 
thinking about his experiment. He upposed it could 
even be called a mi ion . That's what it had come to 
be for him. An unavoidable task. As inevitable as 
sweat. Now it was only a matter of time. Choosing 
the correct moment. Taking the appropriate precau­
tions. Being fair, because above all, one had to be fair. 
Maybe the idea had come to him in a dream, a 
calculated me age from hi subconscious. Perhaps it 
had been uggested to him by the book he read­
the one about mythology, for instance, with the story 
about the Phoenix, or the encyclopedia, or even the 
Bible, with its gruesome accounts of sacrifice and 
retribution. Or maybe he had thought of it all by 
himself during one of his mother's tedious lectures, 
or when he had listened to her pray to Arthur until 
the sound of her voice made his head ache. Wherever 
it had come from, the idea was there now, unshake­
able. It had crept into his mind like mist through the 
cracks of a cereal box wall. There was nothing to do 
now but mak plan and wait. 
He th ught about his mother. This whole thing was 
going to piss her off royally. Might ven drive her 
crazy. Perhaps he would have to have her put away. 
The vision of his mother pushing against the walls of 
a padded cell brought a smile to his lips. She deserved 
it. The bitch. Always embarrassing him in public. Al­
ways telling him stories about what a dickhead his 
father might be. "Maybe the tall goon with th glas es 
was your father," she would say if h complained 
about his eyes. "Worked in a parking garage. Blind 
as a bat. Couldn't find anything but his peter. Knew 
where that was all right." Or if she caught him picking 
his nose, she'd tell him she knew an insurance sales­
man who used to do it all the time too. Or maybe it 
was the Volkswagon mechanic. Or the college pro­
fessor. On and on. What a whore, and she positively 
gloried in it. That was the sad part. Jesus. Louis threw 
another dart at the wall. 
And if all that wasn't enough, there was that stupid 
bird. Arthur. What kind of a name was that for a bird 
anyway? The way she doted on it. Carried it from 
room to room with her when she was cleaning house. 
1\.lways feeding it something. It's a wonder the thing 
1adn't already died of a heart attack the way she fed 
it. Took it to the vet all the time . Always telling every­
one that boring story about how it talked to her. "Big 
fucking deal," Loui aid al ud . "So what. Who the 
hell could give a care? I'm sure God would make a 
bird talk to ave a whore. I ju t bet He would." 
And to top it all off, sher ally did pray to the parrot. 
Indirectly at least. Oh, she would fold her hands at 
the dinner table and mutter piously before eating. 
And when he went to bed at night, she would mind­
I ly recit all the prayers he had v r b n taught. 
But h did tho thing a af )guc rd , in antati n 
again th 11. Ju tin ca e anyon was r ally watching. 
Buth r real prayer , th on h put h r h art into, 
were directed to Arthur. Loui knew that for certain. 
H had seen h r do it a million time . 
She would put a handful of sunflower seeds in his 
cup, or some grapes. Then he would sit across from 
him and talk. "Arthur," she would begin, "You are 
such a pretty bird. You look just like a sunset. It's no 
wonder God picked you out and made you special. 
And sometimes, I have to admit it, I wonder why the 
Lord gave you to someone like me. Makes me think 
I must be special too. But there's nothing special about 
my life. Having to work all the time and keep an eye 
on Louis. It's hard to follow the Lord's path when I 
all the time have to concentrate on other things. If I 
just had a little more money, I'd have time to take 
better care of myself. I could do volunteer work too, 
over at the old folks' home. And start going to church 
on Wednesday nights just like everyone else. Do you 
think God minds me not making it to church on 
Wednesdays? I need a raise, Arthur. We sure could 
use the money." She would reach out and stroke the 
red feathers of his neck and breast, and the bird would 
cock his head as if he were really listening. "Arthur," 
she would continue, lowering her eyes, "I know the 
Lord peak through you, that mu t m an he can hear 
through you too . Pl a e, Arthur, plea e ask him to 
send me a ign . I need to hear omething from Him. 
I owe Sears more than three hundred dollars, and still 
haven't got a dress for Laurie Topers's wedding." A 
whine crept into her voice and her eyes would fill 
with tears. "Plus, I need to know He still loves me. 
That I'm still special. Like before, Arthur." And with 
reddened eyes, Virginia would continue to plead with 
the bird, numbering injustices, and begging for signs 
until the phone rang, or Louis walked into the room, 
or some other similiar interruption occurred. And 
then she would rise, flustered from her chair, and 
bustle about the room looking guilty and foolish. 
Louis just hated that. And he hated the stupid bird 
too. Louis threw his last dart at the wall and got up 
to check his trash can. 
It was a battered aluminum thing. One of the trash­
men had cut his finger on it last spring and refused 
to empty it anymore. So Louis had taken it from the 
side yard and put it in his closet, with no particular 
idea in mind, although it had now assumed a crucial 
role in his experiment. He pulled it out now and lifted 
the lid to check its contents. At the very bottom lay 
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sixteen packages of Spiritual Sky Incense Cones, · 
mostly Sandlewood and Patchouly, but there were 
one or two packs of African Violet as well. Eight of 
them he had stolen from Krogers and the other eight 
he had purchased with the lunch money he'd saved 
over a coupl of we k last pring. Fair and square. 
Also in th can was some lighter fluid, an old broom 
handle, brok n, th r d paint pe ling from the wood. 
When he had fini h d with it, h would throw it in 
the fir along with th r st of th kindling. These 
things would b tran ferr d to hi backpack later, 
along with mat h , ndwich s and maybe a 
th rmos. 
"Loui , why do you in i tonk ping that stinking 
can in your r om?" Virginia II r sto din the doorway 
with her hands on her hips . "And why haven't you 
gotten the dishes done. It's not like I don't do enough 
around here, you know, but what I should have to do 
your chores too?" Her voice stretched with 
indignation. 
"Fuck off." Loui said into the can. 
"What did you say?" his mother screeched. "What 
did I just hear you say to me?" She strode over and 
kicked the side of the can until his ears rang. 
"Come on Ma. Leave me alone. This is my room 
and my stuff." Louis scowled. "You don't own me. 
You can't just boss me around like that. I'm not like 
your stupid bird." . 
"That 'stupid' bird is the mouthpiece of God, Loms, 
and entirely the reason you were born. You ought to 
be thanking Arthur everyday of your life." Virginia 
started out of the room, "I'm going to bed now. I 
gotta be to work by 7:00 in the morning. And I'd better 
not have to wake up and look at a sink full of dishes 
while I'm waiting for my water to boil. Got that 
Louis?" 
Nor ply. 
It was a week or so later that Loui 's mother tele­
phoned him to let him know that she would be work­
ing an extra shift. That meant that she would _not 
arrive home until after 3:00 a.m. That meant the hme 
was right. Louis hung up the receiver and wiped his 
sweaty hands on the back of his jeans. His stomach 
shivered with fear and anticipation . He felt as if he 
were on the edge of extraordinary knowledge and 
power. For the first time in his life, Louis felt like a 
key factor. He pushed the greasy hair off his forehead 
and moved to get started. 
It was close to midnight when Louis left the house. 
It had not been as hard as he thought. No, not at all. 
Arthur had come quietly enough, almost too quietly, 
passively allowing himself to be lifted from his per~h 
and placed without ceremony into the can, the _hd 
(thoughtfully provided with air holes) closed the bird 
in darkness. And even now, as he trudged through 
the neighborhood toward the woods, Arthur re­
mained mute, the silence broken only by the sound 
of his claws slipping across metal. 
Louis felt the sweat trickle down his back as he 
lifted the waste can a little higher. "Hotter than hell 
out here, isn't it, Arthur? Isn't it?" He shook the can 
and listened as the bird thumped against its sides, a 
nearly gleeful leer marking his face . "How come you 
don't answer me? Huh, Arthur? How come you don't 
speak up for yourself. You stupid or what?" He began 
to shake the can again, but stopped suddenly as he 
neared the church. Reverend Harold, who happened 
to be outside, waved cheerily at him from beneath 
the streetlight. "Running an errand for your mother, 
Louis?" he called. 
"Yeah. Yes, sir. I gue you c uld say that," he 
called back, and quick n d his pac toward the 
woods. 
This was only the cond or third tim he had b en 
to the woods at night, and even with the flashlight, 
it was difficult for him to make his way to his special 
place. Inwardly, he chastised himself for not having 
thought to mark the path. By the time he made it to 
the clearing, his face and hands showed numerous 
scrapes and bruises, sufferings which Louis endured 
with some pride. At last he set the can down and 
took off his pack. "Shew," he breathed, "for a little 
thing, Arthur, you sure are heavy." Louis slapped 
the side of the can and was rewarded with the flut­
tering sound of wings agains metal. "Take it easy, 
stupid, your time's just about up," and with that he 
moved toward a small wood pile, which he kept cov­
ered with an old plastic pool. Nice and dry. 
It did not take long to move the fuel to the circle 
of stones in the middle of the clearing. There, in the 
sullen woods, Louis unpacked the lighter fluid, the 
incense, the matches, and the sandwiches he had 
thought to bring for later. He dumped two packages 
of patchouly on top of the wood, and then poured 
half a can of lighter fluid on top. He thought about 
the words he should say. How to put the challenge, 
if indeed, that's what it was. But nothing profound 
ever sprang to mind. And at the time, it did not worry 
him too much. He simply assumed that as the time 
for the "experiment" drew nearer; the perfect vocab­
ulary would present itself to him. The whole thing 
would be a rather mystical experience. 
As it turned out, he was wrong. The only words 
Louis thought to say, as he lifted the lid to the trash 
can and splashed the remaining lighter fluid on his 
mother's bird were these: "All right Arthur, if you're 
really God, or an angel, or whatever, you'd better say 
so now. Because if you don't I'm gonna throw you 
in the fire. And if you die in the fire, burn up, it will 
mean that God didn't have nothing to do with you, 
or my mother, or me, or anything else. And it's all 
just a big joke and it's not funny anymore. Okay?" 
Arthur did not speak. He did not make a sound. 
He fluttered his wings and tried, to no avail, to climb 
out of the can. 
Louis threw a match on the wood and watched the 
flame rise towards the night. He did not like the smell 
of lighter fluid and he could not smell the incense at 
all. Holding the broom handle in one hand, he walked 
back to the can and looked down at Arthur. "Last 
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chance," he aid. But Arthur only looked back at him, 
wobbling slightly on his feet, perhaps a little dazed 
by the fumes. "Okay for you." he cried lifting the can 
and moving hurridly towards the flames. Louis 
slipped the broom handle beneath his arm and 
quickly tipped the can, dropping the bird into the 
fire. Red and gr en burst into orange, and a screaming 
terroriz d ma tried to rush from the h at, flapping 
u 1 s wing . Exulted, Loui tabb d the burning 
er atur back into th flam . Arthur caught the 
br m tick with hi b ak and tried to climb up its 
h ndl way from th blaz , but Loui h ok him 
b ck. Th r wa no e cape, and soon there was no 
struggle. 
The smell, th ught the boy, was awful, like burning 
hair and flesh. He threw more incense on the flames 
and lit a cone of African Violet to hold under his nose. 
But the combination was nauseating. He thought of 
the Salem Witch Trials, and wondered if the convicted 
had burned at the stake like Joan of Arc. The smell 
he thought, must have made everybody in the town 
vomit. He looked over at his bologna sandwiches, 
picked them up and threw them on the fire. "You 
can forget dinner," he said aloud. 
The remainder of the night was to be spent in a 
kind of vigil. He had to remain alert to make certain 
Arthur did not rise from the flames. Or the ashes. Or 
something. He wished he had thought to bring a 
watch. His mother would be arriving home pretty 
soon, or o he thought. Louis hoped that she would 
not check his room to make sure he was there. But 
he was not too worried about that. On the other hand, 
she would, he knew, want to say hello to Arthur. 
And when she found out that he was missing . Well, 
no telling what she would do. Run around like a 
· chicken with its head cut off, he thought. But she 
would never dream of looking here. She did not ven 
know about this place . This place that smelled gre n 
and black and hot with dying things. Louis pulled his 
t- hirt over his nose and tossed another package of 
incense on the flames. They sputtered and spit as the 
cones caught, and he watched the fire for a while, his 
back against a tree, until the smoke stung and closed 
his eyes and the night forced him, coerced him, to 
sleep. 
Awakened with a start, by something like an ex­
plosion in his head, Louis jumped to his feet. The fire 
was dead, only tiny, glowing embers showed through 
the ash. "Shit," he whispered, "What if I missed it?" 
He poked around the clearing until he found a stick, 
and stirred the ashes, his manner intent with antici­
pation. It caught on something, and he peered into 
the mess to see what it was and it was dead. A grue­
some mass, charred and stiff, and except for the black­
ened curl of a beak, unrecognizable. No movement 
beneath the a h. No miracles. o igns from heaven. 
o true tories. With om thing like triumph, Louis 
clutch d his sides and began to laugh, the high, 
haunting, glorious ound of hyst ria. It was too ri­
diculous. Th horror of what h had done. The image 
of his mother' fac . The idiot bird. Th utt r los of 
faith. He stomped around th charred pil of wood . 
Kicked at the corpse and giggled. And giggled. And 
then he noticed. 
Something was wrong. Out of sync. He closed his 
mouth suddenly and looked about him. Nothing un­
usual. Except for the buzz in his head and something 
else, all was silent. Oddly quiet. Hadn't he just been 
laughing? Was that what it was? Had he not heard 
himself? The woods were mute. The wild birds flew 
from branch to branch above him, but without song. 
A stream rushed over stone without music. Louis 
clapped his hands together, felt the air rush between 
his palms, but heard nothing. He tore his throat with 
a scream that did not meet his ears. He pulled at his 
hair and shook his head, but the world remained a 
silent place. 
In terror, Louis ran through the woods toward 
town. Toward his mother. Toward anyone. Branches 
lashed at his skin, and he felt something warm, tears 
or sweat or blood running down his face into his 
mouth. His foot twisted on a root and he fell. Strug­
gling to his feet he went on. (through the buzz) (and 
the other voice) (murmuring and indistinct) In all, he 
fell and ro e three time a he ru hed through the 
woods. 
He dropped exhausted at the edge of town, where 
the empty church glowed against the dawn. High 
above him, the little cross. Louder and louder, the 
static in his ears and the words, like shadows behind 
the noise. He knelt there a long while, gasping and 
frightened. And then, for the first time, within the 
rhythm of hi breath, he heard them. The words. 
What they said. The message goading and sly with 
destiny. Louis put hi face to the ground and beat the 
earth against the sudden, terrifying realization that 
he would go mad. Must in fact, go mad. With nothing 
to hear, the rest of his life, but the buzzing in his 
head, and the tiny, smug, insistent, voice of God. 
Julie Clark is an English major at Wright State who 
has been previously published i11 Chimaera. 
Wendy Winn 
solitary prophet 
he sat in the corner 
wrapped up in himself, 
arms and legs crossed, embracing 
multitudes of mysteries 
that were the what of what he was. 
inscrutable. 
a blue calm surface of a glassy pool 
with eddies swirling beneath. 
unwrapping himself he stood 
lincolnesque and isolated, 
and spoke in measured words. 
with delicate sweeps 
his undulating hands pulled 
silver strands of thoughts 
from deep inside his mind, 
conducting thought and theory 
into a symphony unfathomable 
to those who stood below. 
he withdrew to his corner, 
withdrew in himself, 
carefully rewrapping the mystery 
in spidery limbs. 
43 
a. 
y u r comm nd d th m v1 
on th ba i f it plot 
of which you mi d th point ntir ly. 
A, B and ; tho you und r tand, 
within the limit of th letter . 
there is an alphabet. 
b. 
you think of me as perhaps an S 
and think we form a word 
which we define. 
we are not unique, 
though you may like the slithering sound of S 
between your teeth. 
C. 
the words are all in me, 
symbolic of the range for A to Z. 
the alphabet, there is no more or less 
than that, 
though you may pronounce m 
in any way you lik , 
i am of all s und . 
i r fuse to be th consonant to compliment your vowel. 
d. 
you think these words abstract, 
they are concrete-the abstraction lies beneath them, 
or rather, the only thing that is concrete 
lies waiting undiscovered. 
e. 
i saw the movie, there was no plot, 
there never is. 
there's only vehicles for an idea 
which they obscure. 
44 
depression 
ideas used to excite him­
he could get off for a month 
on the thought that he wa one organism in billion 
but now h ' ick of metaphysic 
he wants to be normal. 
a friend of his made a big success 
in ew York City 
twisting coat hangers into art 
maybe he could do the same. 
his biggest problem, he say , 
is that he has none. 
fabricated melodramas take their place 
to fill his emptiness with desperation. 
he can no longer write. 
when he reads, the words jump off the page 
into his brain like bullets, 
meaningless. 
s~attering his mind. he no longer reads. 
he is having a crisis, he says, 
it's better than having nothing at all. 
Wendy Wi1111 is n Wright State senior English major 
who works for tile University Time nlld is a stringer 
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